A network of the Rho family GTPases, which cycle between an inactive GDP-bound and active GTP-bound states, controls key cellular processes, including proliferation and migration. Activating and deactivating GTPase transitions are controlled by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) and GDP dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) that sequester GTPases from the membrane to the cytoplasm. Here we show that a cascade of two Rho family GTPases, RhoA and Rac1, regulated by RhoGDI1, exhibits distinct modes of the dynamic behavior, including abrupt, bistable switches, excitable overshoot transitions and oscillations. The RhoGDI1 abundance and signal-induced changes in the RhoGDI1 affinity for GTPases control these different dynamics, enabling transitions from a single stable steady state to bistability, to excitable pulses and to sustained oscillations of GTPase activities. These RhoGDI1-controlled dynamic modes of RhoA and Rac1 activities form the basis of cell migration behaviors, including protrusionretraction cycles at the leading edge of migrating cells.
Introduction
3 modes of RhoA and Rac1 activities and their regulation by RhoGDI form the basis of protrusionretraction cycles at the leading edge of migrating cells.
Results
Building a computational model of the RhoA/Rac1 cascade regulated by GDIs.
In order to elucidate the effects of the GDIs on the GTPase cascade dynamics, we built a computational model comprised of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs). These ODEs are a mathematical representation of the system, exactly describing how the concentrations of active RhoA and Rac1 and their complexes with GDI change over time. The model can be used to simulate the system response to stimuli or changes in the parameters, such as the GTPase and GDI abundances and the GDI affinity for GTPases, thus providing a convenient tool to explore the system dynamics and generate predictions that can be compared with the reported experimental observations or tested against the experiment.
Our model focuses on the cascade of the two GTPases, RhoA and Rac1, and incorporates their interactions with RhoGDI. Based on the experimental data, we assume that there are mutual activating and inhibiting interactions between these GTPases and also an auto-activation loop for one GTPase. Both activation and inhibition can be represented by different molecular mechanisms. For instance, inhibition of RhoA by Rac1 can arise from either inhibition of a GEF for RhoA or activation of a GAP for RhoA, whereas RhoA auto-activation can be brought about by RhoAinduced activation of its own GEF or inhibition of its GAP. Thus, the same kinetic influence diagram of the RhoA/Rac1 cascade ( Fig. 1a ) corresponds to 2 3 = 8 different molecular interaction circuits 25 . Importantly, we recently demonstrated that 8 different cascade circuitries, which present all possible molecular realizations of a particular kinetic influence scheme, display the same number of steady states and similar dynamics in both time and space (see also Supplementary Information 1 (SI 1)). 25 Therefore, for illustrative purposes in the main text we assumed that mutual activating and inhibitory interactions affect only GEF mediated GDP/GTP exchanges. This assumption does not change the potential variety of dynamics displayed by the RhoA/Rac1 cascade (see SI1 where the same influence diagram of RhoA/Rac1 interaction is implemented in terms of an alternative cascade circuitry where RhoA inhibition by Rac1 is mediated by activation of GAPs for RhoA).
RhoGDI1 is the most ubiquitously expressed member of RhoGDI family, and it interacts with several RhoGTPases including RhoA and Rac1. 29 Recent evidence suggests that while RhoGTPases cycle between the membrane and the cytoplasm, some elementary processes of the RhoGTPase dissociation from the membrane and their association with the membrane can be GDI-independent, whereas the other trafficking reactions can depend on GDIs for diverse pathways and conditions. [30] [31] [32] [33] Since in the cytoplasm GTPases rapidly bind to GDIs, in the model we consider the overall reactions where the dissociation of a GTPase from the membrane is combined with the binding to a GDI, and the dissociation of a GTPase from the GDI is combined with the subsequent membrane association. In terms of the overall reactions, the data show that the GTP-bound RhoGTPase binds GDIs with much lower affinity than the GDP-bound RhoGTPase 28 (in line with the observations that the latter dissociates much faster from the membrane than the former). 30, 31 While this difference in the equilibrium affinity constants is included in our model, it is unknown if the affinities of RhoGDI1 for RhoA and Rac1 are similar or significantly different. Thus in the model GDI -GTPase interactions are described by the mass action kinetics, and the affinities for both GTPases are assumed similar (See Table 1 in SI).
A kinetic description
We consider a two layer RhoGTPase cascade ( Fig. 1b) and denote by and the active concentrations of the GTPases at the first and second layers, respectively. At each cascade layer at the membrane, a GEF catalyzes a transition of a GTPase from its inactive GDP-bound form ( ) to its active GTP-bound form ( ), while a GAP catalyzes the reverse process ( transformation into ). The RhoGDI (denoted by ) can bind to both active and inactive GTPase forms. The GDI binding sequesters the GTPase away from the membrane, rendering the cytoplasmic complexes ( ), which are inactive ( Fig. 1b ). On the time scale considered, the total concentration of inactive, active and bound to GDI forms is conserved for each GTPase (see Eq. 1 in Methods).
As mentioned above, considering RhoA and Rac1 as a prototypic example, we assume that activates , whereas inhibits , and also activates itself through an autoregulatory loop mediated by its own GEF. For simplicity, we assume that the rates of GEF and GAP-catalyzed reactions can be described by the Michaelis-Menten expressions where the regulatory influences of GTPases on GEFs and GAPs correspond to pure non-competitive mechanisms of enzyme inhibition or activation. 25, 34 This allows us to present any reaction rate (u j , i = 1 -4) as the product of the Michaelis-Menten rate (in the absence of regulatory interactions) and modifying, dimensionless multipliers, , which specify the auto-regulatory, feedforward or feedback influence of G i P on the rate u j (Eqs. 2 and 3 in Methods). Each multiplier is described by a Michaelis-Menten type function of the corresponding active GTPase fraction, 25, 34 where the maximal degree of activation or inhibition is determined by the coefficient a ij . An a ij > 1 indicates activation; a ij < 1 inhibition; and a ij = 1 indicates the absence of regulatory interactions, in which case the modifying multiplier equals 1 (Eqs. 3 in Methods). Finally, GDI-GTPase binding reactions are denoted u ci , i = 1-4, and are based on the standard mass action kinetics. The temporal dynamics of RhoA/Rac1 cascade is governed by the system of ODEs presented in Eqs. 2. For convenience, we use the normalized (dimensionless) concentrations of GTPases and their respective GDI complexes , which represent GTPase fractions, i.e. and
. For a complete description of the normalized ODE system, we refer to Eqs 4 -7 in Methods.
Parameter values. Available experimental data show wide ranges of kinetic parameters for the GTPase -GDI system and warrant a detailed exploration of Rac1 and RhoA responses under various conditions that encompass the vast parameter space. The data suggest that the total amount of RhoGDI is roughly in the same range as the sum of the RhoGTPase abundances. 29, 35 We varied the GDI/GTPase ratio from 0 to 2. The affinities for the GDI-GTPase binding were informed by available data in the literature (see Supplementary Information). As mentioned above because of the lack of the available data, RhoGDI1 affinities for both RhoA and Rac1 are assumed to be similar, whereas the affinities for inactive GDP-bound forms are set higher than the affinities for active GTPbound forms, as reported in the literature. 28, 36 
Intricate temporal dynamics of the Rac1/RhoA cascade A cascade of two interacting Rho-family GTPases and RhoGDI1 can exhibit bistable switches, sustained oscillations and excitable, overshooting transitions.
The positive and negative interactions in the RhoA/Rac1 cascade regulated by GDIs generate a variety of distinct dynamic behaviors ranging from bistable switches to excitable pulses and sustained oscillations. Here we first briefly characterize each of the observed behaviors and further describe how GDI regulates the GTPase cascade dynamics.
Bistable behavior of GTPase cascades. Bistability is a recurrent motif of a variety of
biological systems, including CDK/Cdc2/Cyclin B and MAPK cascades. [37] [38] [39] [40] A bistable system can switch between two distinct stable steady states, and is unable to reside in the intermediate, unstable state. Generally, such behavior in GTPase cascades arises from the presence of a positive feedback loop, which in our model is generated by the auto-catalytic activation of RhoA (See Fig. 1a ). A characteristic feature of bistable systems is the so called hysteresis effect, implying that the stimulus must exceed a certain threshold in order for the system to switch to a different steady state at which it will reside even if the stimulus decreases. For example, once the stimulus resulting in the increase in GEF1 activity exceeds the threshold (r GEF1 = P 1 , where r GEF1 is normalized GEF1 activity, see Methods,) it causes the abrupt switch "on" of both GTPase activities ( Fig. 2a , the P 1 threshold is called turning point). In order to come back to the initial ''off'' state, the stimulus must decrease below the other threshold value corresponding to the turning point P 2 . For GEF1 concentrations in between the thresholds (i.e. P 1 < r GEF1 < P 2 ) the system can reside in either the "on" or the "off" state depending on its history. Remarkably, bistability is not the only behavior in the model and a steady increase in the ratio of the GDI and GTPase abundances (GDI/GTPase ratio) can lead to an entirely different GTPase dynamics.
Excitable pulses of GTPase activity. In addition to bistability, the RhoA/Rac1 cascade regulated by GDI can exhibit excitable behavior, which resembles the dynamics of classic excitable systems, such as action potential in neurons or heart Purkinje fibers. 41, 42 Excitable models can be divided into two types depending on their reponse to the stimulus. 43 Type I models show 'all-ornothing behavior' which consist of either a significant pulse or a simple decay to the steady state. Hence, a Type I excitable system responds to stimuli with either low or high amplitude, whereas there are no intermediate responses, merely proportional to the stimulus. On the other hand, in the Type II models, the amplitude of the response is continuously proportional to the perturbing stimulus. 43 Here, the RhoA/Rac1/GDI cascade demonstrates Type I excitability, operating as an excitable digital device with a built-in excitability threshold. Fig. 2b shows Rac1 and RhoA activity responses to a perturbation in the concentration of GEF for RhoA. If the initial perturbation (shown by an arrow at time =10 sec) does not exceed the threshold (at r GEF1 =5.15), both GTPase activities rapidly return to their steady state values (the corresponding time courses are shown by dashed lines), whereas for over-threshold perturbations, a large overshoot response occurs before GTPase activities return to the basal state (solid lines). This distinct from Fig. 2a response dynamics is caused by changing only the GDI/GTPase ratio. Thus, a variation of the GDI/GTPase ratio can move the system from the bistable domain to a region where it can exhibit excitable overshoots. Further regulation of the GDI/GTPase ratio transitions the GTPase system to yet another behavior: oscillatory dynamics.
Sustained oscillations in GTPases. Oscillations of GTPase activities have been demonstrated both computationally and experimentally, e.g. oscillations in the active Cdc42, Cdc42 protein and Cdc42 GEF during polarized cell growth in fission yeast. 44 In the oscillatory regime, the system cannot reside in a steady state and oscillates in a self-perpetuating manner with a constant amplitude and frequency. In general, oscillations can occur in a two GTPase cascade if the cascade is potentially bistable (due to a positive feedback loop), while both GTPases oppositely regulate each other (creating a negative feedback). 25, 45 This alteration of a negative and a positive feedback ensures that the system is periodically forced to switch from a high to a low state and vice versa. In our model, this oscillatory mechanism is brought about by an auto-activating loop on RhoA and the opposite influence between the two cascades (RhoA activates Rac1, whereas Rac1 inhibits RhoA). This forces the GTPase activities to jump periodically between two distinct states ( Fig. 2c ).
How changes in the RhoGDI abundance affects RhoA/Rac1 system responses
As evidenced above, all the different dynamics (bistable switches, excitable overshoots and oscillations, Fig. 2a -c) can be brought by solely regulating the GDI/GTPase ratio (denoted by γ). In order to visualize the transitions between these dynamic behaviors, we created so-called bifurcation 6 diagrams ( Fig.S1 ). These diagrams show how changing the GDI/GTPase ratio drives the model from one distinct dynamic behavior to the next and further at which values precisely these transitions occur (bifurcation points).
When GDI is absent (γ =0), RhoA-Rac1 cascade dynamics is in the bistable regime and it stays bistable at low GDI/GTPase ratios (i.e. at γ =0.05, Fig. 2a ). However, the dynamics of the GTPase system is not bistable everywhere and increasing the GDI/GTPase ratio reaches a point where the dynamic behavior changes abruptly and bistability is lost (which is known as a saddle node bifurcation, Fig. S1 ). With the further rise in the GDI/GTPase ratio, an excitable behavior emerges. Within the excitable region, GDI increases cause more subtle changes of the GTPase dynamics: excitable pulses occur with a much greater magnitude and time period ( Fig. 3a) . Additional upregulation of the GDI/GTPase ratio brings the RhoGTPase cascade from the excitable to the oscillatory regime (known as the supercritical Hopf bifurcation, shown by the left HB point in Fig. S1 ). Increasing the GDI/GTPase ratio within this oscillatory regime increases the amplitude and period of the oscillations (Fig. 3b ). Finally, oscillatory regime terminates (the right supercritical Hopf bifurcation point in Fig. S1 ), leading to the monostable regime. Importantly, the control of GTPase dynamics by GDI is robust, and all three behaviors (bistable, excitable and oscillatory) can be observed for different parameter sets (see example in Fig. S2 , where the dynamic GTPase responses of Fig. 2 are compared with the responses for a perturbed parameter set given in Table S2 ).
Regulation of RhoGTPase dynamics by combined changes in GEFs/GAPs and RhoGDI
We can conveniently describe RhoGTPase activity in relationship to changes in various kinetic parameters by dividing a plane of two selected parameters into the regions, which represent different types of dynamic responses. This partitioning of the parameter space helps us to summarize how changes in GTPase activators and inhibitors and the RhoGDI abundance affect the activity of GTPases and bring about oscillations, excitable pulses and bistable switches. The different colored regions indicate regions of distinct dynamic behavior depending on the concentrations of GAP1 (Fig.  4a ) or GEF1 (Fig.4b ) and GDI/GTPase ratio.
The white region occupying most of the plane corresponds to monostable region (points M i , i=1-4) of RhoA activity. Within this region the GTPase system can also display excitable behavior (point E), where pulse responses of high-amplitude occur for any stimulus exceeding a certain threshold (Fig. 2b) . The next large area, indicated in pink, corresponds to the oscillatory behavior of the GTPase system. Here, the GTPase activities follow a cyclic perpetual behavior exemplarily shown in Fig. 2c . Finally, bistable switches occur within the grey region.
Moving left to right represents increasing GDI/GTPase ratio, similarly moving in the upward direction corresponds to increasing GAP1 (Fig. 4a ) or GEF1 (Fig. 4b ) levels. Consequently, the dashed vertical lines in Fig. 4a show what regimes can occur if we upregulate GAP1 at fixed low (the left dashed line) or high (the right dashed line) GDI/GTPase ratios. Here we see that when GDI/GTPase ratio is low (γ= 0.05), upregulating the GAP1 level can bring about bistable responses in RhoA (Fig.S3a) , whereas at the higher GDI/GTPase ratio (γ=0.95) an oscillatory behavior emerges (Fig. S3b) . Similarly, the dashed horizontal lines correspond to the rising GDI/GTPase ratio at constant GAP and GEF levels. Specifically, the horizontal lines in Figs. 4a and 4b illustrate that at fixed levels of GEF and GAP, the RhoGTPase system can first exhibit bistability (point B), then excitable behavior (point E), then oscillations (point O), and finally monostable behavior. Remarkably, this variety of different dynamic responses can never be achieved by GEF or GAP regulation, since crossing vertically can never reach both the bistable and the oscillatory region. Thus, neither changing GEF nor GAP alone can generate the same variety of dynamic behaviors that the GDI regulation does. This conclusion is also corroborated by exploring how the GTPase dynamics is regulated by combined changes in GEF and GAP at the different GDI/GTP ratios set at bifurcation points (Fig. S4 ).
Regulation of RhoGDI/RhoGTPase binding affinity provides similar qualitative results as changing the RhoGDI/GTPase ratio
The RhoA-Rac1 system can be driven into different modes of dynamic behavior not only by controlling RhoGDI/GTPase ratio, but also by regulating RhoGDI-GTPase affinity. Experimentally, the GTPase-GDI affinities can be controlled by protein kinases, which phosphorylate GTPases and GDIs, leading to dramatic changes in the binding affinities. For instance, phosphorylation of RhoA by protein kinase A (PKA) facilitates RhoA binding to RhoGDI, thereby promoting RhoGDI to associate faster to RhoA and sequester the complex into the cytoplasm. 28 Here we controlled the binding affinity by changing the rate constant for binding RhoGDI to RhoA (denoted b 1 , see Eq. 4 in Methods). The simulations show qualitative results similar to those obtained by increasing GDI/GTPase ratio, whereby the GTPase cascade dynamics change in the same particular order: from bistable, to excitable, to oscillatory to monostable (Fig. S5) .
Our theoretical findings are in line with recent experimental observations that demonstrate the regulation of the GTPase dynamics and cell migration by RhoGDIs. In particular, protrustionretraction cycles in migrating cells are shown to be affected by RhoGDI expression levels and RhoGDI affinity for RhoA. 28 Overexpressing RhoGDI enhanced cellular migration and decreased the duration of the protrusion cycle, while increasing the affinity of RhoGDI to RhoA resulted in smaller amplitudes of protrusions. 28 Similarly, our simulation results show that downregulation of the RhoGDI level increases the duration cycle of both the excitable and oscillatory pulses ( Fig. 3 ).
An alternative model of Rac1 mediated activation of RhoA-GAP yields the same qualitative results as Rac1 mediated inhibition of RhoA-GEF
The analysis presented above is based on the kinetic scheme shown in Fig. 1b . However for the same influence diagram (Fig. 1a) , experimental evidence suggest that Rac1 can inhibit RhoA by either (1) inhibiting RhoA-GEFs (p115 46 and GEF-H1 33, 44, 47 ) or (2) activating a RhoA-GAP (p190RhoGAP) 31, 48 . Our analysis so far considered the first possible mechanism of GEF-mediated inhibition. To account for the second inhibitory mechanism, we built a model where Rac1 activates RhoA hydrolysis (Fig. S6 ). Not surprisingly, both models behave similarly (See model responses in Figs. S7 and S8 at different GDI-RhoA association parameters and different GDI/GTPase ratios respectively), which is in agreement with our previous findings. 25 As for GEF-mediated inhibition, the increase in the GDI/GTPase ratio and the GDI-GTPase affinity in the second model (Fig. S6 ) drives the system dynamics through bistable, excitable and oscillatory regimes (Fig. S9 ). Thus, both models yield the same qualitative results. We conclude that the outcome of GDI regulation is largely independent of mechanistic details of molecular circuitry, provided that the overall interaction topology remains the same (Fig. 1a ).
Discussion
Cellular behavior depends on the precise control of protein activities. To achieve specific biological functions, these activities are coordinated by complex interaction networks featuring multiple feedback loops. Complex dynamic behaviors emerge in these signaling systems, including all-or-none responses and hysteresis driving specific cell fate decisions, for instance, the synchronization of oscillators in the circadian rhythm and the encoding of information in the frequency of p53 pulses during the DNA damage response. 8, [49] [50] [51] Although the signal processing functions of many cellular systems, for instance kinase/phosphatase cascades, are well recognized [52] [53] [54] , a detailed understanding of small GTPase networks is largely missing. It is known that GTPase cascades can exhibit complex spatiotemporal dynamics, but how the cell controls the different dynamic behaviors and how GDIs are involved in this regulation is largely unknown. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 45 To address this question, we constructed mathematical models of the interactions between RhoA, Rac1 and RhoGDI at the leading edge of migrating cells. Featuring a positive and a negative feedback loop, this system is particularly rich in terms of the different dynamic behaviors it can generate. Recently, the term "frustrated bistability" was coined for circuitry containing positive feedback that brings about bistability together with a destabilizing negative feedback that transforms a bistable behavior into sustained oscillations. 45, 55 These oscillations generally do not have sinusoidal shapes and are referred to as relaxation oscillations.
We demonstrate that the regulation of the GDI abundance or the GDI affinities for RhoA and Rac1, transition the system from bistable to excitable and then to oscillatory and monostable behaviors. Importantly, neither regulating GEF nor GAP can yield the same dynamic variety. Our analyses suggest that regulating GDI provides efficient means of controlling the different GTPase dynamics and associated biological processes.
RhoGTPases coordinate the protrusion-retraction cycle of migrating cells, and the experimentally monitored activity patterns of RhoA and Rac1 11, 56 can be explained by the oscillatory and excitable dynamics observed in our model. Further, it was suggested that RhoA and Rac1 can function as master regulators that can switch cells between distinct modes of cell migration (e.g. amoeboid versus mesenchymal). 18, 57 For example, migration of growth factor stimulated cells is characterized by high, stable Rac1 activity, whereas fibronectin-induced membrane protrusions exhibit oscillatory RhoA dynamics. 56, 58 It was reported that the GTPase functions differ for distinct subcellular locations, such as the leading edge and the rear, and the different spatiotemporal GTPase modules are highly organized and talking to each other. 18 Although our model suggests that the modulation by RhoGDI can switch the RhoA/Rac1 GTPase system between different modes of action, it remains to be proven experimentally how much of the apparent differences can indeed be explained by the regulation of GDIs. A recent report showing that dramatic changes of the RhoGDI affinity for RhoA induced by PKA-mediated RhoA phosphorylation govern the oscillations of RhoA activity at the leading edge of migrating cells supports our modeling conclusions and further suggest that RhoGDI is part of a RhoA negative feedback loop involving PKA. 28 Generally, the GDI-GTPase interactions are themselves highly regulated by a variety of mechanisms. 29 First, a variety of proteins compete with GDIs for binding to RhoGTPases thus acting as GDI displacement factors (GDF). Ezrin, radixin and moesin but also the neurotrophin receptor p75NTR are such examples. Second, phosphorylation can regulate the GDI-GTPase affinity. Generally the phosphorylation RhoGTPases promotes their association with RhoGDI, whereas the phosphorylation RhoGDI promotes their dissociation. Our analysis provides theoretical evidence that this regulation of the GDI-GTPase interaction provide efficient means for the cell to switch GTPase signaling between different modes of dynamic behaviors. Such switches may be of particular importance in situations where cells have to dynamically adapt to changing environmental condition as occur during cell migration. An interesting variation on this theme is to consider a spatially inhomogeneous distribution of GDIs within the cell, which could evoke different RhoA/Rac1 dynamics in different subcellular compartments. Thus, the addition of GDIs to GTPase signaling networks seems much more than a dull protein sequestration mechanism, by conveying a rich dynamic behavior. However, further experimental studies are necessary to confirm this prediction and determine whether and which GTPase systems actually employ the here described mode of regulation.
Materials and methods

Kinetic equations describing the RhoA/Rac1/RhoGDI1 interaction model
We consider a time scale on which the concentrations of both GTPases and GDI are conserved, thus:
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(1)
We denote by and the active concentrations of the first and second GTPases, respectively. The GDI (denoted by ) can bind to both active GTP bound and inactive GDP bound forms. Denoting the reaction rates of GTPase activation and deactivation by and GDI binding rates by (Fig. 1b) , the temporal dynamics of the two layered GTPase cascade can be described by the following system of ODEs:
Here the parameters are the maximal rates of GEF and GAP catalyzed reactions, and are the corresponding Michaelis constants. The parameters and denote association and dissociation constants of GDI -GTPase interactions, respectively. Dimensionless multipliers are the mutual GTPase interactions, where i corresponds to the GTPase (G i P) and j denotes the reaction rate (u j ) which is influenced by G i P. Thus, decribes the auto-regulatory loop of the first cascade, and , describe activating and inhibiting reactions mediated by the first and second GTPase, respectively (See Fig. 1b ). Assuming general hyperbolic modifier kinetics, activation/inhibition strengths can be descibed as follows,
Here denotes activation or inhibition constants and denotes an activation/inhibition parameter, where is activation and is inhibition.
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For convenience we normalize the ODE system introduced in (2):
with the following normalizations:
Normalized parameters are the ratios of Michaelis constants and the total GTPase expressions and , (i = 1-2) are dimensionless maximal rates (normalized by total GTPase abundances). Mutual interaction scheme between G 1 and G 2 is specified by normalized multipliers :
where indices and describe the influence of on the enzyme reaction . Parameters denote Michaelis-Menten-type half-activation/half-inhibition constants, and denote the levels (or strengths) of activation/inhibition. Thus, with describes an auto activating regulatory loop mediated by G 1, and with and with denotes mutual activating and inhibiting interactions, respectively. In (4) GDI binding rates are described by and and assume mass action kinetics. The model assumes that GDI is nonspecific for both GTPases and can bind to inactive/active forms with the same affinities. Also the ratios of total concentration of the GDI to the total abundances of the two GTPases are assumed to be equal (i.e. ) and are denoted by γ. Finally, conserved moieties in (1) are normalized by the corresponding GTPase and GDI concentrations:
( )
The normalized conserved moieties allow to eliminate for inactive forms of G 1 and G 2 (denoted , ) as well as for the free form of GDI (denoted ) in (4) and lead to the system of ODEs, which is used to explore the dynamics of the model. 
